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Alberta’s Energy: A Global Context
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Alberta’s Unconventional and Conventional Resources with
Long and Short Lead Times
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Major Oil and Gas Plays in Alberta
•

•

•

•

The Montney play straddles the British Columbia/Alberta boarder.
➢ The hydrocarbon-composition of the play transitions from gas to
oil/condensate the further east you move.
➢ Breakevens in core areas can reach as low as US$1.86/mcf.
➢ The Montney is the most productive play in Western Canada.
The Duvernay play is the deepest of all the WCSB horizons.
➢ Because of the depth and complex geology wells can cost
upwards of Cdn$10million.
➢ The Duvernay is transitioning from delineation to commercial
development as companies continue drilling programs.
➢ The play is largely dominated by well capitalized majors and
Canadian independents such as Shell, Encana, Chevron.
The Deep Basin is a multi-zoned and stacked horizon with multiple tight
gas sand and shale targets.
➢ Relatively shallow wells <3,000 TMD means wells can be
completed for ~Cdn$3 million.
➢ Tourmaline, Peyto, and Canadian Natural Resources are the most
active operators.
The Cardium play is relatively shallow and sits on the Western Canadian
Sedimentary Basin.
➢ Conventional oil production began over 50 years ago, but the play
is experiencing a production revival with the introduction of
horizontal drilling and fracking.

Alberta’s Diverse Energy Production Profile
Barrels of oil equivalent - BOE (millions)
Total Primary Energy Production in Alberta, 2007 to 2027
Hydro, wind, and other renewables
Natural Gas Liquids
Unconventional Nat Gas

Conventional Natural Gas
(methane)

Alberta produces an abundance and
diverse range of energy resources,
ranging from crude oil, natural gas,
natural gas liquids, coal and renewable
energy
Total primary production of all energy
resources in Alberta is almost at 6 million
barrels of oil equivalent (BOE).

Raw Bitumen

Oil Sands

Upgraded Bitumen
(Synthetic Crude)
Conventional Oil
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The oil sands (raw bitumen and
upgraded bitumen) comprise half of
Alberta’s total energy production

Alberta Natural Gas Disposition in 2018

Measurements: Alberta Natural Gas Production & Reserves
TOTAL REMAINING ESTABLISHED RESERVES

2014

2015

2016

2017

Change

Source

Most recent years

Alberta

AER

32.4

31.3

28.2

British Columbia
Saskatchewan

CAPP

35.4

43.2

44.7

3.5%

CAPP

1.8

1.8

1.7

-5.2%

Canada

BP

66.8

73.0

70.5

Texas

EIA

97.2

78.9

81.2

3.0%

Pennsylvania

EIA

59.9

55.9

61.8

10.6%

United States

BP

353.0

294.7

308.5

308.5

-

Russia

BP

1,237.7

1,234.5

1,230.1

1,234.9

0.4%

Global

BP

6,823.7

6,761.5

6,819.0

6,831.7

0.2%

AER/AGS

3,424

Alberta Shale Gas Endowment (latest estimate released in 2012)

24.4

-13.5%

-5.7%

66.5

Note: please do not add endowment to reserves data, or develop any estimates by mixing reserves and endowment figures.

2014

PRODUCTION
Marketable Natural Gas
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2015

2016

2017

Change

Billion Cubic Feet / Day (Bcf/d)

Source

Alberta

NEB

9.90

10.14

10.17

10.65

British Columbia

NEB

3.99

4.19

4.45

4.49

4.7%
0.9%

Saskatchewan

NEB

0.43

0.43

0.41

0.40

-1.7%

Canada

NEB

14.68

14.98

15.23

15.69

3.0%

Texas

EIA

21.88

21.62

19.68

18.71

-4.9%

Pennsylvania

EIA

11.66

13.19

14.52

14.97

3.1%

United States

EIA

75.34

78.83

77.81

78.94

1.5%

Russia

BP

57.20

56.55

56.86

61.49

8.2%

Global

BP

333.49

340.51

342.52

356.09

4.0%

Measurements: Alberta Oil Reserve in Global Ranking
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Measurements: Alberta Crude Oil Production
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Current Trends
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Capital Investment Trend in Alberta
▪ Total capital investment in Alberta’s
energy sector has fallen since 2014, due
to lower global and North American
energy prices.
▪ Also contributing to the decline in
investment is the lack of transportation
infrastructure to move crude oil from
Western Canada to new and existing
markets.
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Drilling Activity Trend in Alberta
▪ Throughout Alberta’s energy industry
history, conventional oil and natural gas
drilling dominated Alberta’s energy
sector.
▪ Crude oil and natural gas drilling spiked
in the mid 2000’s, led by rapidly rising
global energy prices, including rising
North American natural gas prices.

Source: AER – ST 98 & ST 59
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Drilling Activity Trends in Alberta
▪ More recently, the fall in global energy
prices since 2014 has led to a decline in
drilling activity in Alberta.
▪ However, the recent improvement in
crude oil prices has improved crude oil
drilling activity.
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Natural Gas Production Profile

ALBERTA 2018
Total Natural Gas
Production
10.4 Billion Cubic Feet
per day
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▪ Alberta natural gas production
has come down over the past
10 years due to declining
natural gas prices and
maturing natural gas producing
fields
▪ North American natural gas
prices have been under
pressure due to increased
natural gas production in the
U.S.

Conventional Oil Production Profile
▪ Aside from oil sands (bitumen)
production, the other crude oil that is
produced in Alberta is conventional
crude oil, which is a light crude oil that is
easily moved through pipe and
processed by refineries.
▪ Conventional crude oil falls in three
categories in Alberta:
▪ Conventional light and medium
▪ Conventional heavy
▪ Crude oil production has fallen over the
past 30 years due to maturing oil fields.
▪ Improved and enhanced drilling
technologies have helped increase
production of conventional crude oil in
recent years.
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Alberta Crude Oil and Equivalent Production
▪ The bulk of Alberta’s crude oil production
comes from the Alberta oil sands
(bitumen crude).
▪ Other crude oil that is produced in
Alberta is conventional crude oil.
▪ Total crude oil production in Alberta has
risen substantially over the past 20
years due primarily from production
growth in the oil sands.
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Oil Sands Production Profile
▪ Alberta’s oil sands (bitumen) is
extracted using both mining and
drilling techniques.
▪ Drilling for bitumen requires
specialized techniques (in-situ, or
within the ground) that involve using
steam to melt the bitumen.
▪ Mining for bitumen was the dominant
extraction method when the oil sands
industry was in its infancy in the mid
to late 1990’s.
▪ However, as prices increased in the
early 2000’s and drilling technologies
improved, more production came
from drilling.
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How Did We Get Here?
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Critical Factors that have Impacted the Worlds Energy System
and Alberta’s Energy Sector in the past 20 Years
Three critical market developments that dramatically changed the worlds energy
system and had the greatest impact on Alberta’s energy industry in the past 20
years:
1. Growth in Emerging Economies: the surge in economic growth in emerging
economies (China and India) in the early 2000’s led to a rapid an unexpected rise in
global energy prices
2. Increased Horizontal Drilling: the dramatic change in drilling technologies that
were adopted by energy companies after 2010 led to a surge in global crude oil
production
3. Growing Concerns over Climate Change: the growing concern over the worlds
climate led to several delays of key North American pipeline projects
19

Source: AER – ST 98 & ST 59

1. Growth in Emerging Economies: Rapid Rise in Global Energy
Prices (2000 to 2008)
The sudden increase in economic
growth in emerging economies (China,
India) in the early 2000’s gave rise to a
sharp increase in global energy
demand and prices.
This growth in the global economy
was also fueled by an increase in
economic activity in the worlds largest
economy – the United States.
The prices for both crude oil and
natural gas skyrocketed, leading to
increased drilling activity in all
resource producing jurisdictions
around the world
20

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

Energy Price Spike Poured Billions into Alberta
Investment in Alberta’s energy industry
has been focused primarily on Alberta’s
conventional oil and gas sectors
throughout the history of Alberta’s
energy industry.
Investment in Alberta’s oil sands
surpassed conventional oil and gas
investment in 2012.
The sharp rise in global energy demand
and prices led to a surge in energy
investment in Alberta
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Source: AER – ST 98 & ST 59

Drilling Increased, Dominated by Natural Gas Drilling
Drilling in natural gas has been
the dominant form of drilling
in Alberta’s energy sector
throughout its history.
Natural gas drilling peaked in
the early to mid 2000’s in
Alberta, led by rising energy
prices and a shortage of
natural gas in the United
States.
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Source: AER – ST 98 & ST 59

2. The Rise of Horizontal Drilling: Improved Technologies Gives
Rise to Hydraulic Fracturing and Shale Production
Improvements in drilling
technologies over the past 20
years enabled more wells to be
drilled horizontally
This change in technology
involved the use of hydraulic
fracturing: a process in which
water, sand and chemicals were
used at high pressures to fracture
rock and release hydrocarbons.
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

This led to a dramatic increase in
crude oil, natural gas and natural
gas liquids production

Resource Development – Efficiencies
Adoption of pad drilling, and other initiatives helping competitiveness
Traditional methods of drilling
involved vertical wells with more
of a land disturbance (left picture)
As technologies improved and
more horizontal drilling
techniques were incorporated,
drilling techniques changed
dramatically (right picture)
resulting in increased production
and reduced impact on land.

Traditional Method of Drilling

Source: http://seekingalpha.com/article/1504532-carbonatetriangles-peace-river-investment-guide-baytex-edition

Horizontal Drilling

3. Growing Concerns over Climate Change has led to delays in several major
pipeline projects in North America
Rising concerns over the worlds
climate raised issues with respect
to crude oil pipelines in North
America
The proposed TransCanada
Keystone XL pipeline project,
which was designed to send
Alberta’s oil sands to the Gulf
Coast refineries, was delayed
several times since the plans were
first introduced in 2008.

Implications on Alberta’s Energy System
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THE WORLD WAS ONCE CONCERNED THAT WE WOULD RUN OUT
OF OIL (“PEAK OIL”)
After over a decade of stagnant reserves, the oil sands emerge in a “peak oil” world

80

Global Oil Consumption

1.3

Trillion Barrels

Thousand Barrels per Day

1.2
75

70

Alberta Oil Sands

1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

Oil sands: a material increase in the
available resource raised expectations
for increased investment in Alberta

0.6
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

65

Global Oil Reserves

Source: U.S. EIA
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HOWEVER, TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS IN DRILLING HAS LED TO INCREASED RESOURCE
RESERVES AND PRODUCTION FROM MAJOR RESOURCE PRODUCERS AROUND THE WORLD

Global Oil Reserves

1.8

U.S. gas reserves have doubled;
oil reserves increased over 60%

1.6

Brazil oil reserves doubled

1.4

Russia oil reserves grew by a
third
Africa oil reserves doubled

1.2

Oil Sands

AB now represents 35% of non-OPEC oil
reserves, down from 50% last decade.
2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

1.0

2000

Trillion Barrels

Since the monumental reserve addition
of Alberta’s oil sands …

The world has
transitioned from
a state of
resource scarcity
to one of
abundance due to
technological
advancements –

Increased
competition for
oil sands (costs
rose more than
other jurisdictions
due to distance
from market,
limited labour
supply)

Source: U.S. EIA
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Technology enabled the U.S. to grow oil production by 3 million
bbl/d in four years; it took Alberta 70

Million Barrels per Day

4

Change in Crude Oil Production
4 YEARS

3

U.S. Tight Oil Forecasts

70 YEARS

2
1
0

-1
-2

25 YEARS

U.S.
(1985-2010)

U.S.
(2010-2014)

Alberta
(1944-2014)

-3
-4
Source: EIA and StatsCan (LHS) and BP Annual Energy Outlook (RHS)
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Technological advancements have dramatically
impacted Alberta’s once captive natural gas market
A Decade of Change in Natural Gas Markets
(2015 vs. 2005)
60%
40%
20%

Alberta’s total natural
gas production is less
than half of U.S. shale
gas growth.

0%
-20%
-40%
-60%
-80%

U.S.
Production

Alberta
Production

Alberta
Exports to
Eastern
Canada

Alberta
Exports to
U.S.

Alberta
Royalties

-100%

Source: AER, TBF and U.S.
EIA
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Rising North American Crude Oil Production and a Lack of Adequate
Pipeline Infrastructure Has Led to Discounted Crude Prices
•

•

•

•
•
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Due to increase horizontal drilling, and
increased investments in Alberta’s oil sands,
North American crude oil production has
surged over the past 10 years.
However, a lack of adequate pipeline
infrastructure to move this new crude
production to tidewater and new markets has
led to large price discounts on all North
American crudes
The price difference between global crude oil
prices (BRENT crude) and North American
crude (West Texas Intermediate, or WTI), has
widened substantially over the past 10 years.
Both of these benchmark crudes are of similar
quality, and should have the same price.
However, the price of international BRENT
crude has been trading higher than WTI, due
to the glut of crude supplies in North America

Rising North American Crude Oil Production and a Lack of Adequate
Pipeline Infrastructure Has Led to Discounted Crude Prices
•

•
•
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A lack of market accesss has also impacted
the prices Alberta receives for its crude oil.
The price for Alberta’s heavy crude oil (the oil
sands) fell considerably in the Fall/Winter of
2018
Pipes were full, inventories started to rise, and
a large number of refineries were undergoing
unplanned maintenance in the U.S.

Rising Crude Oil Prices and Pump Prices
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Major Crude Oil Pipelines
•

•

•
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The largest pipeline used to carry
the bulk of Alberta’s crude oil to
Eastern Canada and the U.S. is the
Enbridge Mainline system.
The Enbridge Mainline is the
largest intercontinental pipeline in
the world with a capacity to move
2.7 million barrels per day.
Other key existing pipelines that
ship Alberta crude to key markets
are:
•
Trans Mountain Pipeline:
carries Alberta crude to
the West Coast refineries
•
TransCanada Keystone:
carries Alberta crude to
the U.S. Midwest region

Proposed Pipeline Projects

•

•

•

New pipeline capacity is
urgently required to carry
crude oil from Western
Canada to new and existing
markets.
As crude oil production in
Western Canada continues to
grow, takeaway capacity has
not kept pace with
production growth.
Three major pipeline projects
are being proposed which
could increase take away
capacity are:
•
Enbridge Line 3
replacement project
(in-service Q4 2020)
•
TransCanada
Keystone XL project
(in-service Q1 2023)
•
Trans Mountain
Expansion project (inservice Q3 2022)

Alberta Losing Its Traditional Natural Gas
Markets in Eastern North America
The increase in natural gas and crude
oil production in the U.S. as a result
from increased horizontal drilling has
caused a significant structural change
to the North American natural gas
market, most notably:
• Northeastern U.S. markets from net
consumers of natural gas to net
suppliers of natural gas to other
areas of North America;
• the U.S. Northeast and U.S. Gulf
Coast have rapidly increased
production and are now net
exporters of natural gas.
36

US Shale Production Has Resulted in a Drop in
North American Natural Gas Prices
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Source: ADOE and the U.S. EIA
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• North American natural gas prices have declined
significantly over the past 10 years as a result of
the surge in natural gas production in the U.S.
• Alberta natural gas prices (AECO-C) and U.S.
benchmark prices (Henry Hub) have both been
under pressure.
• In addition, Alberta natural gas prices have
become discounted relative to U.S. natural gas
prices as a result of declining demand for
Alberta’s natural gas from key U.S. markets.
• Equally as important is that natural gas production
in Alberta is not determined solely on the price of
natural gas. Energy companies are now drilling for
more crude oil and natural gas liquids (which are
tied to the price of crude oil) since they fetch a
higher price in the open market.
• Raw natural gas production (methane) has
become a by-product as companies drill for more
crude and liquids.

Alberta Natural Gas Prices Have also been
more Volatile
AECO Spot Prices
5
4

C$/GJ

3
2
1

-1
-2
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24-Feb-17
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0

Volatility in Alberta natural gas prices
(AECO) has increased due to:
• Changes in Alberta’s natural gas
pipeline system (NGTL) rules during
pipeline maintenance.
• infrastructure outages and
maintenances in Western Canada
backing up supply in Alberta market
• Insufficient take away capacity in
new natural gas growth areas and
insufficient storage

The “Death Spiral”:
High Transportation Costs and Low Natural
Gas Prices Negatively Impacting Industry

•

•

•
•
TransCanada Mainline

•

Source: AER, NEB, CERI
Source: NEB, AER, CERI
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•

Alberta’s key natural gas markets are
far, making it expensive for producers
to ship natural gas. This, combined
with low prices, is making it very
challenging for natural gas producers.
The largest pipeline used to carry the
bulk of Alberta’s natural gas to
Eastern Canada and the U.S. is the
TransCanada Mainline system.
The capacity of the TransCanada
Mainline is around 7 billion cubic feet
per day.
At one point in the early 2000’s, the
TransCanada Mainline was operating
at full capacity.
However, natural gas throughput
through the TransCanada Mainline
has fallen dramatically, and current
utilization of the pipeline is under
50%. This is due to increase natural
gas production in the U.S., and
declining demand.
Other major pipelines that are use to
carry natural gas out of Alberta are:
•
Alliance Pipeline
•
Westcoast System
•
Foothills System

Natural Gas Gathering System in
Alberta - the NGTL System

Spectra (Westcoast)

•

Nova

•
•

Alliance

Mainline

Foothills BC

AECO
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Gas Trans NW

Foothills SK

•

Alberta is home to one of the largest natural gas hubs in North
America
Large networks of pipelines, gas is gathered from inside and
outside Alberta
TransCanada’s NOVA Gas Transmission Ltd (NGTL) Pipeline is an
important pipeline system within Alberta that moves natural
gas production from drilling areas to major processing facilities
and storage hubs within Alberta, including the major export
points that carry natural gas out of Alberta.
TransCanada has undertaken maintenance activities on the
NGTL system, which has created a backlog of natural gas in
Alberta.

Canada LNG – Proposed East and West Projects
18 proposed projects with a total
proposed export capacity of 29 Bcf/d:
-

13 projects based along the B.C. Coast
2 in Quebec
3 in Nova Scotia

Could there be more Canadian LNG
exports over the next decade?
-
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Source: Natural Resources Canada, National Energy Board (NEB)

Industry is closely monitoring the following
proposed projects:
- Kitimat LNG (Bish Cove, Kitimat,
B.C.)
- Woodfibre LNG (Squamish, B.C.)
- Goldboro LNG (Guysborough
County, N.S.)

US LNG Projects
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Canadian LNG – Cost Competitive
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Source: Alberta Energy, EDAC Report

Global Energy Demand is Growing
Global energy demand will increase 27% by 2040
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Natural gas consumption is predicted to rise by nearly
50%, overtaking coal

Source: International Energy Agency (World Energy Outlook 2018), Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
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